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Why literacy matters
To be literate is to gain a voice and to participate meaningfully and
assertively in decisions that affect one’s life. To be literate is to gain
self-confidence. To be literate is to become self-assertive...Literacy
enables people to read their own world and to write their own
history...Literacy provides access to written knowledge – and
knowledge is power. In a nutshell, literacy empowers.
Ofsted, 2013
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Literacy across the curriculum
❑ Addressing literacy in curriculum subjects is not about doing the job

of an English teacher: it is about inducting learners into how
knowledge is expressed and how thinking occurs in that subject’s
disciplinary context.
❑ Writing is powerful. Students who can write well are hugely

advantaged in any subject which examines learning through
writing.
❑ We are trying to help students write (and read) in the way the

subject expects: ‘write like a scientist’ – disciplinary discourse
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Literacy across the curriculum
❑ Spelling and punctuation are important in terms of accuracy and the

SPAG marks at GCSE, but they are only a small part of the literacy
story;
❑ Grammar is more than SPAG and is fundamentally concerned with

language choices and how we can communicate our ideas;
❑ Strengthening students’ understanding of how to write in your

subject and make appropriate language choices is linked to marks
and grades beyond SPAG;
❑ It is also linked to thinking, concept formation and understanding in

your subject: thought and language are inter-related.
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WRITING: A DISCIPLINARY
DISCOURSE
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Writing in your Subject
❑ Describe and explain the global responses to the threat of climate

change.
❑ Why has international terrorism become such an important issue in the

last two decades? Make sure you support your answer by using a
range of sources.
❑ Explore the ways writers present and use ideas of conflict in the texts

you have studied.
❑ ‘Religious people can cope with suffering better than others’. Do you

agree?

TASK in pairs: What are the key instructional words in these GCSE
questions? What kind of writing is being invited? What makes a
successful answer? What are the writing challenges?
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Writing like a
Scientist

From Big Red Kangaroo by Claire
Saxby, illustrated by Graham Byrne
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The heat eases with approaching nightfall. It
is breakfast time for Red’s mob. Around
them, the night orchestra begins. Red rises
and leads his mob beyond the shadow line in
search of grasses.

Writing like a
Scientist
Look at the verbs (in green) in this
narrative and scientific account.
What differences can you see?

Narrative:
eases; begins; rises; leads
Red kangaroos are most active
at dusk and dawn, although
they will graze throughout the
night.
The grasses are difficult for
their stomachs to digest.
When they rest, they
sometimes regurgitate their
food and chew it again.

Scientific:
are; graze; digest, rest,
regurgitate; chew
scientific verbs to describe
different kinds of eating processes.
From Big Red Kangaroo by Claire
9
Saxby, illustrated by Graham Byrne

Writing like a Scientist
If you want to write like a scientist, some of the choices you can make
are:
❑

To use precise scientific vocabulary, especially nouns and verbs;

❑

Expand your noun phrases to provide more detail and information;

❑

Be direct in communicating information by using more sentences
which start with a subject;

❑

Use the universal present tense to indicate that this is a scientific
fact which is true now as well as in the past;

❑

Use appropriate Proper Nouns to name things and specific places;

❑

Use adverbials, especially prepositional phrases, to provide
information about where, when or how things happen.
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Writing to explain or analyse
Explaining involves the presentation of factual information, rather than
opinion, and providing reasons for how or why something happens. An
explanatory piece of writing needs to help a reader to understand, and
is objective, balanced and accurate. It should have authority so that
your reader trusts the explanation given.

Analysing involves identifying the key parts of a topic and discussing
their meaning, qualities and inter-relationships in order to be able to
discuss the topic as a whole. An analytical piece of writing compares
and contrasts, presents arguments and makes judgements. It should be
detached and objective, rather than personal.
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What makes a good answer?
GCSE GEOGRAPHY Exemplar
Using a case study of a quarry you have studied, describe how it has
been managed during extraction and restored following the
extraction of the resources.

(9 marks)

Level 1 (Basic: 1-4 marks)
Trees are planted on edges. Roads are cleaned at night.
The quarry is used for other things like lakes.
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What makes a good answer?
Level 2 (Clear: 5-7 marks)
At Hope in Derbyshire, a lot of trees have been planted to make the
quarry and cement works less obvious. Much is transported by train
and traffic on narrow roads in the countryside is reduced. Road
cleaning is arranged to get rid of dust in immediate area. After an area
is finished it is restored to farming or a different use, such as fishing
lakes.
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What makes a good answer?
Level 3 (Detailed: 8-9 marks)
At Lafarge Cement in Hope in Derbyshire, over 75000 trees have been
planted to make the quarry and cement works less obvious and make it
blend in with the environment. Two and a half million tonnes of limestone
that could not be used for making cement have been used to help conceal

the entrance by altering the landscape. Much is transported by train, so
traffic on narrow roads in the countryside is reduced. Road cleaning is
arranged to get rid of dust in immediate area. After an area is finished it is
restored to farming or a different use, such as fishing lakes, and a 9- hole

golf course has been opened.
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Language and thinking working together.
At Lafarge Cement in Hope in Derbyshire, over 75000 trees have been
planted to make the quarry and cement works less obvious and make it
blend in with the environment. Two and a half million tonnes of limestone
that could not be used for making cement have been used to help
conceal the entrance by altering the landscape. Much is transported by
train, so traffic on narrow roads in the countryside is reduced. Road
cleaning is arranged to get rid of dust in immediate area. After an area is
finished it is restored to farming or a different use, such as fishing lakes,
and a 9- hole golf course has been opened.
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Providing Detail
At Lafarge Cement in Hope in Derbyshire, over 75000 trees have been
planted to make the quarry and cement works less obvious and make it
blend in with the environment. Two and a half million tonnes of
limestone that could not be used for making cement have been used to
help conceal the entrance by altering the landscape. Much is
transported by train, so traffic on narrow roads in the countryside is
reduced. Road cleaning is arranged to get rid of dust in the immediate
area. After an area is finished it is restored to farming or a different use,
such as fishing lakes, and a 9- hole golf course has been opened.
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What makes a good answer?
❑ Trees are planted on edges.

❑ At Hope in Derbyshire, a lot of trees have been planted to make

the quarry and cement works less obvious.

❑ At Lafarge Cement in Hope in Derbyshire, over 75000 trees have

been planted to make the quarry and cement works less obvious
and make it blend in with the environment

Grammatically, a lot of the precise detail here is provided by nouns in
prepositional phrases: but you could just show students models and
examples of this kind of expansion of detail.
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Which of these History explanations do you
trust and why?
❑

After WW1, Germany was in a great depression of their own living in
poverty and with nobody to lean back on.

❑

The Nazi party first started in a beer cellar with a bunch of men talking
about politics.

❑

At Potsdam, the second conference in these years, it was agreed to
split Germany into sectors or zones.

❑

When Kruschev began his policy of de-Stalinisation he caused
problems in Hungary.

❑

Comecon also helped Stalin and the USSR solidify power in Europe
while preventing them allying with America.
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DISCIPLINE-SPECIFIC SUBJECT
VOCABULARY
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Referring closely to these examples, explain Kandinsky’s
artistic style.
W
A
S
S
I
L
Y
K
A
N
D
I
N
S
K
Y

Composition VII, 1913

Resonance Multicolore, 1928
White Zig-Zag, 1922
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Vocabulary that does the job
❑

Nouns and noun phrases: composition, colour, primary colours,
shape, abstract expression; geometric designs, avant-garde art

❑

Verbs to describe processes of composition and painting style eg
juxtaposes, foregrounds; highlights; sketches.
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Teaching subject vocabulary
The need to be explicit
❑

Many students have only vague ideas about how to improve their spoken
and written explanations e.g. “I need to add more detail”; “I need to use
better words”.

❑

Every subject teacher needs to show students explicitly how to ‘sound
like an expert’ in their subject. Vocabulary is absolutely key to
communicating ideas with accuracy and precision.

❑

We can build students’ expert use of vocabulary by explicitly teaching
them the key noun phrases and verbs that are necessary for explanation
and analysis in a particular topic.

❑

We can teach writing explicitly by showing students examples and
models of good writing, clearly naming and explaining the key features in
these examples, and getting students to imitate them in their own writing.
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Subject vocabulary
Words are the building
blocks of subject
communication.

One very obvious marker of
weaker writing is that it has
limited vocabulary, often
related to speech.
Often what is needed is
vocabulary which is more
formal, more precise and
more typical of writing.
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Subject vocabulary
Words are the building
blocks of subject
communication.

One very obvious marker of
weaker writing is that it has
limited vocabulary, often
related to speech.
Often what is needed is
vocabulary which is more
formal, more precise and
more typical of writing.
What is the term for ‘the
people who have moved to
work in another place’?

The effect on the immigrants’ country
of origin is the people who have
moved to work in another place could
be sending money back to their
families. Also as they are leaving
they could be leaving their job to go
somewhere else then this would
leave the people in the country of
origin more job vacancies.
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Re-Writing as a Strategy
Q: Describe the effect on the immigrants’ country of origin of large
numbers of people moving from one part of the EU to another.
A: “The effect on the immigrants’ country of origin is the people who
have moved to work in another place could be sending money back to
their families. Also as they are leaving they could be leaving their job to
go somewhere else then this would leave the people in the country of
origin more job vacancies.”

Task: in pairs, rewrite this paragraph in a way which you think
represents more ‘academic’ writing. What have you changed? How
precise can you be about your changes?
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After 10 seconds the body will react to the running and take in more oxygen,
because the heart is going faster. After 2 minutes the breathing and heart rate would
go up.

What would be better verb choices here?
Many classrooms already display key subject vocabulary.
These are often nouns – consider the verbs needed in your subject, as
they frequently relate to higher-order thinking skills and to appropriate
ways to communicate in your subject.
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Subject Vocabulary
❑

Words are the building-blocks of subject communication.

❑

Many classrooms already display key subject vocabulary.

❑

These are often nouns – consider the verbs needed in your subject,
as they frequently relate to higher-order thinking skills and to
appropriate ways to communicate in your subject.

❑

Are there particular nouns, noun phrases or verbs which are needed
for specific writing tasks in your subject?

❑

Teach students the etymology of subject words as it will support their
understanding of related words (eg photo-synthesis: light + putting
together)

❑

Create word-webs of related words to underline relationships: (eg
geography; geophysical; geothermal)
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Subject-Specific Vocabulary
Entitlement ‘must have’ vocabulary:

What words do you want all students to be able to know, use and spell
correctly?
Extension ‘could have’ vocabulary:
What words do you want your most able students to know, use and spell
correctly?

Can you agree this vocabulary as a department for each unit of work you
teach and stage its introduction from year 7 to year 11?
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PLENARY
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Teaching writing explicitly
❑

Always link a language choice to its effect/purpose in the writing

❑

Use grammatical terms but explain them through examples

❑

Encourage discussion about language and effects

❑

Use authentic examples from authentic texts

❑

Use model patterns for students to imitate
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Teaching writing explicitly
In terms of your own subject knowledge, what might you need to
develop in order to teach students explicitly how to improve their
explanations or analyses?
What further support might you need?
Next steps?
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